This paper presents a method to detect and recognize symmetries in Boolean functions.
INTRODUCTION Determining symmetries among groups of variables is important in logic synthesis
(ii) f = 5 1 2 2 fB 2 1~2~3 is E-symmetric in {al,zz};
A function f is partially symmetric with respect to subset X , of variables, Xt 5 X , if any permutation of variables in X t leaves f unchanged. A function f is lotally symmetric if every pair of variables in the function is either N E -or Esymmetric.
Example 2 The following functions are symmetric:
is partially symmetric, i.e.
E{zl,z2}; (ii) f = SIZZ VE1z2 a n d f = z1z2 Bz1x3 8 z2x3 are tofally symmetric.
We summarize these types of symmetry in Table 1 U-7803-7523-8/U2/$ 17.00 82002 IEEE 
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Information theory notations
In order to quantify the content of information for a finite field of events A = { a l , a z , . . . ,an} with probabilities distribution { p ( a i ) } , i = 1,2, . . . , n, Shannon introduced the concept of entropy [IO] : H ( A ) = -E:=, p(a;) . logp(ai), where log denotes the base 2 logarithm. For two finite fields of events A and B with probability distribution { p ( a , ) } , i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n, and { p ( b ? ) } , j = 1 , 2 , . . . ,m, probability of the joint occurrence of ai and bj is joint probability p ( a t , b3). and there is conditional probability, p(a;lbj
The conditional entropy of A given B is defined by 
H(AIB) = -C: =, C,"=lp(ai,bj) logp(ailbj).
Example3 Let us calculate the entropy of a Boolean function f given by its truth column vector
Detection of Equivalent Symmetry
It is easy to show that a Boolean function f is E-symmetric in {x;,Zj}, if fi, = f z j and f=< = fZj. E-symmetry condition f z i z j = fz,., implies f S i = fij and fii = f s j . Nodes with E-symmetric variables are placed together through design of DDs ( Figure I ). 
Property 1 I f a Boolean function f is E-symmetric in { z i , z j } , then H ( f l z i ) = H(flzj) a & H ( f Z i ) = H(fij),
H(fZi) = H ( f z j ) .
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Following information theoretic measures, we expect Esymmetry in { x l , ' t z } and in { x z ,~} . 
The information theoretic measures are equal, so the function is totally symmetric:
BDD Based Technique for Calculation of
Information Measures
Our technique for exact computation of information measures for Boolean functions represented in the form of BDDs exploits the following. 
ALGORITHM AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We propose an algorithm to detect symmetries of Boolean functions using BDDs, called I n f o R E C S y m -D D (Information RECognizer of Symmetries). A sketch of the algorithm is given in Figure 3 .
The original program presented in [SI was modified to detect possible symmetries groups using binary decision diagrams representation. Table 2 
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